The computational complexity of Dezert-Smarandache Theory (DSmT) increases exponentially with the linear increment of element number in the discernment frame, and it limits the wide applications and development of DSmT. In order to efficiently reduce the computational complexity and remain high accuracy, a new Evidence Clustering DSmT Approximate Reasoning Method for two sources of information is proposed based on convex function analysis. This new method consists of three steps. First, the belief masses of focal elements in each evidence are clustered by the Evidence Clustering method. Second, the un-normalized approximate fusion results are obtained using the DSmT approximate convex function formula, which is acquired based on the mathematical analysis of Proportional Conflict Redistribution 5 (PCR5) rule in DSmT. Finally, the normalization step is applied. The computational complexity of this new method increases linearly rather than exponentially with the linear growth of the elements. The simulations show that the approximate fusion results of the new method have higher Euclidean similarity to the exact fusion results of PCR5 based information fusion rule in DSmT framework (DSmT + PCR5), and it requires lower computational complexity as well than the existing approximate methods, especially for the case of large data and complex fusion problems with big number of focal elements.
Introduction
As a novel key technology with vigorous development, information fusion can integrate multiple-source incomplete information and reduce uncertainty of information which always has the contradiction and redundancy. Information fusion can improve rapid correct decision capacity of intelligent systems and has been successfully used in the military and economy fields, thus great attention has been paid to its development and application by scholars in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . As information environment becomes more and more complex, greater demands for efficient fusion of highly conflicting and uncertain evidence are being placed on information fusion. Belief function theory (also called evidence theory) referred by Dezert-Smarandache Theory (DSmT) [9] and Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) [10, 11] can well deal with the uncertain and conflict information. DSmT, jointly proposed by Dezert and Smarandache, is considered as the general extension of DST, since it beyonds the exclusiveness limitation of elements in DST. DSmT can ob-computational complexity of the combination algorithms formulated in DSmT framework in different ways. Djiknavorian [27] has proposed a novel method and a Matlab program to reduce the DSmT hybrid rule complexity. Smarandache has proposed Smarandache's codification [35] to describe the parts of a Venn diagram in DSmT framework, which is easy to read and apply in unions and intersections of sets [28] . For manipulating the focal elements easily, Martin [28] has proposed a Venn diagram codification, which is more complex for the readers than Smarandache's codification. However, the DSmT (belief function theory) complexity can be reduced by using this practical Martin's codification and only considering the reduced hyper-power set D r after integrating the constraints in the codification at the beginning of the general belief function framework proposed in [28] . Abbas [29, 30] has proposed a DSmT based combination scheme for multi-class classification which also reduces the number of focal elements. Li [31] has proposed a method for reducing the information fusion complexity, which is different from the above methods by reducing the combined sources numbers instead of reducing the number of focal elements. Li and other scholars [32] [33] [34] also proposed an approximate reasoning method for reducing the complexity of the Proportional Conflict Redistribution 5 (PCR5) based information fusion rule within DSmT framework. However, when processing highly conflict evidences by the method in [32] , the belief assignments of correct main focal elements transfer to the other focal elements, which leads to low Euclidean similarity of the results in this case.
Aiming at reducing the computational complexity of PCR5 based information fusion rule within DSmT framework (DSmT + PCR5) and obtaining accurate results in any case, a new Evidence Clustering DSmT Approximate Reasoning Method for two sources of information is proposed in this paper. In Section 2, the basics knowledge on DST, DSmT and the dissimilarity measure method of multi evidences are introduced briefly. In Section 3, mathematical analysis of PCR5 formula is conducted, which discovers every conflict mass product satisfies the properties of convex function.
A new DSmT approximate convex function formula is proposed and error analysis of the proposed formula is also presented. Based on the error analysis, an Evidence Clustering method is proposed as the preprocessing step and the normalization method is applied as the final step of the proposed method for reducing the approximate error. The process of the proposed method is given, then analysis of computation complexity of DSmT + PCR5 and the proposed method are presented. In Section 4, the results of simulation show that the approximate fusion results of the method proposed in this paper have higher Euclidean similarity with the exact fusion results of DSmT + PCR5, and lower computational complexity than existing DSmT approximate reasoning method in [32] . The conclusions are given in Section 5.
Basic knowledge
In this section, we will give an overview of the basics knowledge on DST and DSmT, which are closely related to our work in this paper.
Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST)
Let us consider a discernment frame = {θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ n } containing n elements θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ n , which is the refinement of the discernment based on Shafer's model. The basic belief assignment (bba) is defined over the power-set 2 which consists of all subsets of . For example, if one has = {θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 }, the power set is given by 2 = {∅, 1] on the power set is defined by [10, 11] m(X i ) = 0, X i = ∅
(1)
The element X i is called focal elements if it holds m( X i ) > 0.
Dempster's rule is often used for the combination of multiple sources of evidence represented by bba's in Shafer's model, and it requires that the bba's must be independent. The bba of the ith source of evidence is denoted m i . The Dempster combination rule is defined by Equation (3) and the conflict in Dempster combination rule, denoted by C , is defined by Equation (4) [10, 11] 
One can see that all the conflicting beliefs C has been redistributed to other focal elements. Dempster's rule usually produces very unreasonable results in the fusion of high conflicting information due to the redistribution of conflicting beliefs. In order to solve this problem, many alternative combination rules like Proportional Conflict Redistribution 1-6 (PCR1-6) rules [36, 38, 39] have been developed.
Dezert-Smarandache Theory (DSmT)
DSmT [29] overcomes the exclusiveness limitation in Shafer's model. In many fusion problems, the hypotheses can be vague in reality and the elements are not precisely separated which don't satisfy Shafer's model. The hyper-power set denoted by D is built by applying operator ∩ and ∪ to the elements in [36, 37] . Let us consider a simple frame of discernment In the combination of multiple sources of evidence, there exist two models in DSmT [36, 37] : 1) free combination model and 2) hybrid combination model which is often used in real application because it takes into account some integrity constraints. In hybrid combination rule, it transfers partial conflicting beliefs to the corresponding intersected elements, but this increases the uncertainty of fusion results. The Proportional Conflict Redistribution 1-6 (PCR1-6) rules [37, 39, 40] provide proper conflict redistribution ways, and they proportionally transfer conflicting masses to the involved elements.
The difference of PCR1-6 rules mainly lies in the redistribution of conflicts, and PCR5 is considered as the most precise redistribution way [37, 39, 40] . The combination of two independent sources of evidences by PCR5 rule is given as follows [37, 39, 40] 
where G can been seen as the power set 2 , the hyper-power set D and the super-power set S , if discernment of the fusion problem satisfies Shafer's model, the hybrid DSm model, and the minimal refinement ref of respectively and where all denominators are more than zero and the fraction is discarded when the denominator of it is zero [37, 39, 40] .
Nevertheless, PCR5 rule still has some disadvantages, such as, firstly, it is not associative in the fusion of multiple (more than 2) sources of evidences, so the combination order may have influence on the results, secondly, its computational complexity increases exponentially, when the focal elements' number increases. Our research in this paper is mainly for reducing the complexity of PCR5 within DSmT framework.
The dissimilarity measure method of multi evidences
The dissimilarity measure method of multi evidences and several Evidence Support Measure of Similarity (ESMS) functions have been given in [31, 41] . The often used Euclidean ESMS function and Jousselme ESMS function are briefly recalled.
1) Euclidean ESMS function
and m 2 (·) be two bba's. The Euclidean ESMS function is defined by [31] 
The Jousselme ESMS function [31] is defined based on the Jousselme et al. measure [41] 
Some more ESMS functions can be seen in [31] for details.
is considered with the fastest convergence speed [31] , and it is adopted here as the dissimilarity measure for comparison of the method proposed in this paper with the other methods.
An evidence clustering DSmT approximate reasoning method

Mathematical analysis of PCR5 formula
As shown in Equation (6),
Due to the symmetry, one item
Let f (x) = 1 a+x , since f (x) is continuous function on (0, 1) , it has a second order derivatives on (0, 1) , and
is a convex function. So
The approximate convex function formula is given by 
Analysis of the i item in Equation (12) .
By Taylor expansion theorem
then Equation (14) is transformed to
where
then
So if (21) namely,
Neglect the fourth order item errors and more order item errors.
For the third order item is odd number item, for each
3 can be positive and negative. Then the sum of the third order items is much smaller than the sum of the second order items if x i < a + 2x 0 , i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Neglect the third order item and more order item errors if
Then
From the above analysis, the errors are related to 
2 is much smaller than divergent cluster. So get the conclusion that if the distribution of the cluster set {x i } is concentrated and the mean point x 0 is large, the errors can be smaller.
Based on the above error analysis, for reducing approximate error of the DSmT approximate convex function formula, a new Evidence Clustering method is proposed as follows: 1) Force the mass assignments of focal elements in the evidence to two sets by the standard of } is denoted by n L ; otherwise, x i is forced to the other set, denoted by {x
}, pick the focal element x i with the maximal value
; the sum of mass as-
After the above cluster steps in the evidence, the mass assignments of focal elements are forced to 2 sets denoted by {x 
Finally, analysis of relationship between the approximate computation item and its errors item is as follows
After evidence clustering method, the influence of numerator x 1 + x 2 + · · · + x n to the approximate computation item and the in-
2 to errors item is much smaller than the influence of their denominators. So the approximate computation item a 2 [ 3 . By the properties of convex function, all the errors items of focal elements are negative. Based on the above analysis, the normalization method is applied as the final step of the proposed method for errors redistribution.
The process of evidence clustering DSmT approximate reasoning method
Based on the mathematical analysis of PCR5 in Section 3.1, the process of Evidence Clustering DSmT Approximate Reasoning Method is proposed as follows Definition 1. Assuming the existence of a cluster set {x}, the definition of the total number of {x} is Num({x}) = number{x}, the sum of each point in {x} is Sum({x}) = {x} and the mean point of {x} is Mean({x}) = {x} number{x} . 1) Carry out Clustering Evidence method proposed in Section 3.1. Force mass assignments of focal elements in each evidence to two cluster sets. Giving an example of two evidences,
2) Un-normalized approximate fusion results are obtained by the approximate convex formula as follows
3) Final approximate fusion results are obtained by the normalization step as follows
Analysis of computation complexity
If there are 2 evidence sources, assume that all possible unions of the elements in the discernment framework are empty for convenient computation of complexity. All singleton focal elements and multiple intersection focal elements have mass assignments in hyper-power sets of 2 evidences, denoted by
, n denotes the number of singleton focal elements, c denotes the number of multiple focal elements. First, the computation complexity of 2 evidence sources fusion based on DSmT + PCR5 is analyzed. Then, the computation complexity of the same 2 evidence sources fusion problem based on the method in this paper is also analyzed. Computation complexity comparison of two methods can be obtained from the analysis.
Assume that the computation complexity of one time multiplication is denoted by K , the computation complexity of one time addition is denoted by , the computation complexity of one time division is denoted by ψ and the computation complexity of one time subtraction is denoted by B. The computation complexity of the processing procedure of 2 evidence sources fusion based on
, is given as follows
where x denotes the number of multiple focal elements in the results, y denotes the number of the same multiple focal elements generated in the procedure of mass assignments combination product.
The computation complexity of the same problem based on the method in this paper, denoted by o GH [n + c], is given as follows
where x denotes the number of multiple focal elements in the results, y denotes the number of the same multiple focal elements generated in the procedure of mass assignments combination product. Computation complexity comparison of two methods obtained from Equation (29) and Equation (30) shows that the computation complexity of DSmT is almost proportion to (n + c) 2 and the computation complexity of the method in this paper is almost proportion to (n + c). Analysis of computation complexity shows that the computational complexity of the proposed method increases linearly instead of exponentially when the elements number of the discernment framework increases linearly. 1) The mass assignments of focal elements in each evidence are clustered to two sets, denoted by x = {x 1 ,
Simulation experiments
Simple cases of cluster sets in each evidence
2) Un-normalized approximate fusion results are calculated by Equation (27) is obtained by Equation (7) E GH = 0.9932.
In the same way, the Euclidean similarity between the results m XDL of the method in [32] and the results m DSmT+PCR5 of DSmT + PCR5 is obtained by Equation (7) E XDL = 0.9812.
From the above results of this example, the results obtained by the method proposed in this paper have higher Euclidean Similarity with DSmT + PCR5 than the existing DSmT approximate reasoning method in [32] . The Euclidean Similarity which remains over 99% shows that the method proposed in this paper has high accuracy and practical meaning. Each new evidence and the evidence y are calculated to obtain the fusion results by DSmT + PCR5 and the approximate fusion results by the method in this paper and the method in [32] . Then Euclidean similarities of the approximate results of different methods with the results of DSmT + PCR5 are obtained by Equation (7) and the average computing times of the methods are also taken record as Table 1 . (In this paper, all the simulation experiments are implemented by Matlab simulation in the hardware condition of Pentimu(R) Dual-Core CPU E5300 2.6 GHz 2.59 GHz, memory 1.99 GB.)
As shown in Table 1 , in the simple cases of cluster sets in each evidence, the accuracies of the method in this paper all remain over 99% and much higher than the method in [32] . Average computing time of the method in this paper is much lower than the method in [32] . At the same time, the accuracies of the method in this paper in different evidence cases change little, which prove that the method in this paper has higher performance stability. 2) Un-normalized approximate fusion results are calculated by Equation (27) In the same way, the Euclidean similarity between the results m XDL and m DSmT+PCR5 is calculated, denoted by E XDL = 0.9287 and computing time is 0.0185 s. As shown in the above experiment results, the results obtained by the method proposed in this paper have higher Euclidean similarity and lower computation complexity than the existing method in [32] . The Euclidean similarity which remains over 99% shows that the method proposed in this paper has higher accuracy and practical meaning. Each new evidence and the second evidence y are calculated to get the fusion results of DSmT + PCR5 and the approximate results by the method in this paper and the method in [32] . Then Euclidean similarities of the approximate results of different methods with the results of DSmT + PCR5 and the average computing times of the methods are taken record as Table 2 .
Complex cases of cluster sets in each evidence
As shown in Table 2 , under complex cases of cluster sets in each evidence, the accuracy of the method in this paper also remains over 99% and much higher than the method in [32] . Average computing time of the method in this paper is lower than the method in [32] . At the same time, the accuracies of the method in this pa- Table 3 The mass assignments of highly conflict evidence sources. per in different evidence cases change little, which prove that the method in this paper has higher performance stability.
Conflict evidence sources
a b c d S 1 x − ε ε 1 − x − ε ε S 2 ε y − ε ε 1 − y − ε
Cases of highly conflict evidence sources
Example 5. In order to verify that information fusion of highly conflict evidence sources can be effectively solved by the method in this paper, assume there are two highly conflict evidence sources with the hyper-power set denoted by D = {a, b, c, d} and the mass assignments of two evidence sources are shown as Table 3 .
Let ε = 0.01, x, y ∈ [0.02, 0.98]. The fusion results are obtained by different methods when x, y is increasing from 0.02 to 0.98 by 0.01 step at the same time. Euclidean similarity of the method in [32] with DSmT + PCR5 is shown in Fig. 1 . Euclidean similarity of the method in this paper with DSmT + PCR5 is shown in Fig. 2 .
The average Euclidean similarity of the method in this paper is 0.9873 and the average Euclidean similarity of the method in [32] is 0.8513. It's shown that information fusion problem of highly conflict evidence sources can be effectively solved by the method proposed in this paper. Through the fusion results each time, the different methods' convergences are analyzed in Table 4 . As shown in Table 4 , the convergences of three methods are similar. The results of the methods can converge to the main focal elements after 3 times of evidences fusion. However, the results of the method in this paper have higher Euclidean similarity with DSmT + PCR5, and lose less information than the method in [32] each time.
Convergence analysis
Monte Carlo simulations in the case of non-empty multiple focal elements
If there are 2 evidence sources, assume that singleton focal elements and multiple focal elements have mass assignments in hyper-power sets, denoted by P = {θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ 20 Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Table 5 .
As shown in Fig. 3 , Fig. 4 and Table 5 , in the case of nonempty multiple focal elements, the average Euclidean similarity of the method in this paper can reach 98.49% and Euclidean similarity changes little with different evidences. Computing times of the method in this paper almost reduce halfly than DSmT + PCR5. The fusion results comparison in the case of increasing focal elements number is shown in Table 6 . (As the increasing number of focal elements, the mass assignment of average cluster center is decreasing sharply. For reducing computation complexity, neglect the influence of the different classification of clusters and apply the standard of 2 n as one step cluster method, n denotes the focal elements number of hyper-power sets.)
Monte Carlo simulations in the case of increasing focal elements number
As shown in Fig. 5 , Fig. 6 and Table 6 , 1) In the case of increasing focal elements number, computing time of the method in this paper decreases significantly, and the computation complexity of the method almost appears linear growth instead of exponential growth, which proves that the method in this paper has a high application in the case of complex fusion problems with big number of focal elements.
2) The accuracy of the method in this paper is increasing with the growth of focal elements number of hyper-power sets as the errors item becomes much smaller. The minimum average Euclidean Similarity is 0.9974 in the case of the minimum number of hyper-power sets. When the number of hyper-power sets increases over 50, the average Euclidean similarity exceeds 99%, which proves that the method in this paper can effectively support correct and quick decision in the case of large data.
Conclusions
A new Evidence Clustering DSmT Approximate Reasoning Method is proposed based on convex function analysis in this paper. This new method consists of three steps. First, the belief masses of focal elements in each evidence are clustered by the Evidence Clustering method. Second, the un-normalized approximate fusion results are obtained using the DSmT approximate convex function formula, which is acquired based on the mathematical analysis of PCR5 rule in DSmT. Finally, the normalization step is applied. The method reduces computation complexity of PCR5 based information fusion rule within DSmT framework significantly which constrains the wide application and development of DSmT and remains high accuracy. Simulation results in different cases show that the method in this paper can process evidences fusion problems effectively and efficiently, especially, in the case of large data Table 6 Fusion results comparison in the case of increasing focal elements number.
The focal elements number of hyper-power sets is increasing from 10 to 510 and complex fusion problems, the method can get highly accurate results and need low computation complexity. However, our proposed method is not associative and the combination order really has influence on the results, which is the same problem to PCR5. This problem is really needed to be resolved especially for the efficient fusion of multiple (more than 2) sources of evidences and more research would be carried out to resolve this associative question of our method in the near future. Our method would also be applied to the realistic and applied data or database in future. 
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